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Such	a	system	has	been	designed	already:

=> Infrastructure adapted from the Astronomy Virtual Observatory
A	set	of	standards	to	describe	data	contents,	iden0fy	them	in	sparse	
archives,	and	retrieve	them
+	tools	able	to	plot,	analyze,	exchange,	and	combine	the	data

=> Designed in the frame of a EU infrastructure prog: Europlanet

Connects	with	previous	a>tempts	to	access	data	archives	in	
Planetary	Science,	from:
-	space	agencies	(PDS	/	PSA	/	DARTS	/	IPDA)
-	ground	based	telescope	archives
-	laboratory	data

Relies	on	interna0onal	standards	from	IVOA,	IPDA,	IAU,	etc
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A	Virtual	Observatory	in	Planetary	Science
Europlanet	FP7	design	(IDIS	ac0vity):
built	on	astronomical	VO	developments
+	other	European	programs:	 IMPEx,	HELIO,	VAMDC…	

Prototype	inherited	from	EPN	-	FP7:		h"p://vespa.obspm.fr	

Whatever 
data service



Status	of	the	Europlanet	Planetary	Science	VO:
	 Mainly	a	demonstrator	at	the	end	of	Europlanet-RI	(2009-2012)

=> VO infrastructure defined and installed

=> Some services on-line (demos) + many projects

Includes:
-	Interoperable	data	services	(12	open	+	projects	in	progress)
-	Search	interface
-	Data	access	protocol	(adopted	by	ESA	for	new	user	i/f	+	a	project	study	at	IPDA)
-	Generic	plo[ng	tools	(adapted	from	previous	developments)

Ready	to	change	scale



Enlargement	in	Europlanet	2020

Status:
-	Europlanet	2020	started	Sept	1st,	2015
VESPA	ac0vity	(~1/4	of	the	program):	Virtual	European	Solar	&	Planetary	Access

				Coordina0on:	Obs.	Paris,	Jacobs	U.,	IAPS/INAF
(S.	Erard,	B.	Cecconi,	A.	P.	Rossi,	M.T.	Capria)

VESPA	main	objecAves:
-	Make	more	useful	data	available	=>	new	data	services
-	Improve	user	experience	=>	interfaces	&	tools
-	Build	a	user	community		=>	training
-	Prepare	sustainability	 =>	standards	&	networking
-	Improve	interfaces	with	other	fields	=>	standards	&	tools
				(Astro	+	Heliophysics	+	A&M	physics,	space	agency	archives…)



+ Contributions from 

the community



VESPA	provides

•	An	easy	way	to	search	in	Planetary	Science	databases	based	on	physical	/	
observaAonal	parameters	
(EPN-TAP	protocol	[TAP	with	restric0ons]	
				+	EPNCore	data	model	[similar	to	ObsCore])

•	A	consistent	way	to	search	many	databases	at	once	
(VESPA	user	interface	&	registry	+	EPN-TAP	library	in	some	tools	+	TAP	access	
always	possible)

•	A	straighEorward	interface	to	access	VO	tools	for	Planetary	Science
(via	SAMP	&	VOTables	+	extra	func0ons	implemented	in	exis0ng	tools)

=>	Access	to	many	data	for	researchers
=>	Major	exposiAon	for	data	providers



VESPA	relies	on	internaAonal	standards

•	IPDA	-	InternaAonal	Planetary	Data	Alliance
Consor0um	of	na0onal	space	agencies,	focuses	on	access	to	space	mission	archives

•	IVOA	-	InternaAonal	Virtual	Observatory	Alliance	
Consor0um	of	na0onal	VO	ac0ons	-	provides	interoperability	standards

•	IAU	-	InternaAonal	Astronomical	Union	
Provides	standards	for	nomenclature,	physical	quan00es,	coordinate	systems,	fits	data	
format,	etc.

•	SPASE	-	Space	Physics	Archive	Search	Extract
Provides	interoperability	standards	for	planetary	plasmas

•	OGC	-	Open	GeospaAal	ConsorAum
Provides	industry	standards	for	GIS



VESPA	data	access

http://vespa.obspm.fr

- Global search interface for Planetary Science services
- Supports EPN-TAP + PDAP

To plot /
analysis tools



Locations

Data

Cassini/CIRS Titan profiles in TOPCAT

Titan profiles 
database



*Titan GCM*
[with VO web interface]

Science case:
Titan atm.
(almost completed… 
for Mars!)

Compare observations & simulations in 
same conditions

then check regional radar 
maps during the period, etc…



Data	services	connected	via	EPN-TAP	/	field

Open

In	development

Scheduled

Being	studied

Goals:	
-	30-50	data	services	connected	at	the	end	of	Europlanet2020
-	spread	this	scheme	in	the	community
-	interface	with	other	science	fields

Currently	(March	2017):	
-	32	data	services	connected
-	~	10	more	being	designed



VESPA	core:	new	data	services
Four	types	of	projects:

1)	From	VESPA	par0cipants	+	other	Europlanet	ac0vi0es

2) ~	Small-size	contribuAons,	selected	on	AO
	 Typically	derived	data	from	published	work

1	workshop	organized	each	year	with	winners
	 VESPA	will	provide	technical	support	to	develop	VO	interfaces,	etc…
	 Data	will	stay	were	the	exper0se	is	=>	decentralised	system

Co-organized	by	Obs-Paris,	Jacobs,	IAP/Prague,	IAPS,	IWF/Graz,	IRAP

3) Services	from	amateurs	community
Preselected	from	scien0fic	interest:	Radio	of	Jupiter,	Imaging	of	planets

4) From	space	agencies	&	large	organisa0ons
ESA	/	PSA	;	PDS	small	bodies	node	;	ESO	?



Data	services	connected	via	EPN-TAP	/	field

Atmospheres
-	Titan	profiles	-	CIRS	(Cassini,	LESIA)
-	Venus	spectroscopy	-	VIRTIS	(VEx,	LESIA)
-	Mars	Climate	Database	(modeling,	LMD-LESIA)
-	Venus	profiles	-	SPICAV/SOIR	(VEx,	IASB-BIRA)
-	Mars	profiles	-	SPICAM	(MEx,	LATMOS)
-	All	MEx	derived	atmospheric	products	(via	MEx	IDS)
-	EuroVenus	derived	products	(via	C.	Wilson)

Small	bodies
-	M4ast	(ground	based	spectroscopy,	IMCCE)
-	1P/Halley	spectroscopy	-	(IKS	/	Vega-1,	LESIA)
-	BaseCom	-	(Nançay	obs,	LESIA)
-	TNOs	are	cool	-	(Herchel	&	Spitzer	+	compilaAon,	

LESIA	&	LAM	&	UAnam)
-	Cometary	lines	catalogue	(IAPS)
-	Vesta	&	Ceres	spectroscopy	-	VIR/DAWN	(IAPS)
-	Small	bodies	orbital	catalogues:
	DynAstVO:	NEO	refined	parameters	(IMCCE)
	MPCorb	(MPC	/	Heidelberg)
-	Rose>a	ground-based	support	(via	C.	Snodgrass)
-	Support	for	3D	shape	models	(IMCCE)
-	67P	illuminaAon	config	(IRAP)

Surfaces
-	Mars	GIS	(CRISM,	Marsis…	Jacobs,	GEOPS)
-	Mars	craters	(Jacobs,	GEOPS)
-	USGS	planetary	maps	(Jacobs)
-	OMEGA	data	(MEx,	IAS,	via	SItools2)
-	MarsSI	GIS	(Lyon)

Solid	spectroscopy
-	SSHADE:	ices	&	minerals	(IPAG	&	network)
-	Minerals	emission	db	(DLR)
-	PDS/MRO	support	db	(LESIA)

Magnetospheres	/	radio
-	APIS	-	HST	(LESIA)
-	RouKneJupiter	(Nançay,	LESIA)
-	AMDA	(CDPP	/	IRAP)
-	MAG	data	(VEx,	IWF	Graz)
-	MASER	&	Juno	support	(LESIA)
-	RadioJove	(LESIA	&	US	amateur	network)
-	IItate	HF	data	of	Jupiter	(Tohoku	Univ)
-	Juno	Ground	support	(Kharkiv,	Ukr.)
-	Coupled	Giant	Planet	Systems	(modeling,	UCL)
-	Generic	wave	polar.	&	propag.	(modeling,	IAP	Prague)
-	Interface	with	IMPEx	models	(IWF	Graz)
-	Hisaki		(Tohoku	Univ.)

Exoplanets
-	Encyclopedia	of	exoplanets	(compilaAon,	LUTH/LESIA)
-	Transit	observaSons	(Bern)
-	Interface	with	DACE	(Geneva)

Solar
-	HELIO	AR	&	1T3	solar	features	catalogues	(LESIA)
-	Bass2000	(LESIA)
-	Radio	Solar	db	(Nançay,	LESIA)
-	CLIMSO	(Pic	du	Midi,	IRAP)
-	IItate	PPARC_R	(Tohoku	Univ)

Generic	/	interdisciplinary
-	BDIP	(LESIA)
-	Planets,	then	satellites	characterisScs	(LESIA/IMCCE)
-	PVOL	(EHU	Bilbao	&	network)
-	Gas	absorpKon	cross-secKons	(Granada)
-	Nasa	dust	catalogue	(IAPS)
-	Stellar	spectra,	support	for	observa0ons	&	exopl.	(LESIA)
-	Telescopic	planetary	spectra	collecSon	(LESIA)
-	Interface	with	VAMDC	(TBD)
-	PSA	complete	archive	(ESA)
-	DARTS	(JAXA	-	currently	via	PDAP)
-	On-going	discussions	with	PDS	&	IPDA

Open
Open	in	test
In	development
Being	studied

*
*
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*
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*	New	in	2016-17



Tools	connected/used	by	to	VESPA

-	Adapt	exisAng	VO	tools	to	Planetary	Science	needs
-	Develop	new	ones	only	when	required



Aladin (CDS): 
- plots images/cubes
- handles sky/spheroid coordinates

HST / Saturn image from APIS in Aladin

AMIE/Smart-1 image frames & footprint in Aladin

- can build image mosaics
- can handle object catalogs
- Solar System bodies tracking on
 sky images (SkyBoT)



Aladin: 
- Use cases for planetary surfaces
(v.9)

Io: USG mosaic mapped 
in 3D + surface features 
from USG catalogue
Movable in 3D with mouse
(courtesy S. Derrière)



3Dview (IRAP-GFI) 
Spacecraft trajectories+data
Used for Rosetta lander

Uranus magnetic field / Voyager-2 from AMDA in 3Dview

Visualization tools: 
adapt other existing tools



3Dview  use case:  
Assessment of use as a 3D viewer for atmospheric / coma observations
(using e-m field plotting mode)

VIRTIS / Rosetta CO2 column density in 3Dview



MATISSE  use case (IAPS):  
Mapping images on shape models (and similar developments in 3Dview)
=> add  VO interface?

VIRTIS / Rosetta spectral slope on 67P in MATISSE 
(Capaccioni et al 2015)



Spectral tools: CASSIS (IRAP) CASSIS receives spectra 
from APERICubes, can 
overplot a selection of 
spectra and manipulate them

Click the "Tools" tab to combine spectra
Spectra are resampled to a common wvl vector 
on the fly
The "Species" tab accesses internal line databases 
(most of them related to the ISM)
Includes LTE and RADEX modeling

Press "shift" to get info on mouse location
"Alt"-drag to select a region (used in "Fit" tab)
"Alt"-click to put markers

VIRTIS / Venus-Express in CASSIS



 TOPCAT (outside VESPA): 
 Allows data selection
 - by formula or graphically
 - reflected in other plots

Cassini / RPWS 10kHz-1 MHz radio data in TOPCAT

Handles many formats, including CDF 
(plasma)



APERICubes demo (Obs Paris):  On-line visualization of spectral cubes
http://voplus.obspm.fr/apericubes/js9/demo.php

- Receives PDS spectral 
cubes from VESPA

- Sends data to VO tools
Images and cubes will display in 
Aladin
Spectra will display in TOPCAT, 
CASSIS,  VOspec, Specview, etc

Under the hood: 
PDS3 data have been read & converted to 
FITS files in a local IDL or GDL session

VIRTIS / Venus-Express cube in APERIcubes



VESPA	new	standard:	footprint	formats

C1min C1max

C2max

C2min

C1/C2	min/max	
coordinates
in	body-fixed	frame

s_region

•	PDS3-like	limits	
			=>	provide	very	rough	es0mate	of	footprint	as	a	lon/lat	bounding	box

•	IVOA's	s_region	parameter	(sampling	the	contour)	
			=>	provides	much	more	accurate	footprints	with	tunable	resolu0on
			+	support	for	footprint	shape,	polar	views,	etc
			+	allows	for	very	powerful	searches	on	intersecAons,	etc



VESPA	news:	one-click	footprints	visu	on	planets

Aladin: adapt IVOA footprints 

to planetary bodies, with some 
OGC-like processing

Mars crater catalogue on MOLA/MGS map

Virtis/VEx cube outline on radar map of Venus

Mizar: overplots 

PDS footprints on 3D maps 
on CNES tool



VESPA	acAvity,	2015-2019:

-	New	data	services
-	Tools
-	Training
-	Sustainability	/	standards



Overall	structure



VESPA	Training:

	 Organise	a	training	session	at	each	EPSC	/	EGU	mee0ng	
(for	users	&	data	providers)
	 +	Collect	user	feedback



«Standards»:	Data	Models,	access	protocols,	etc

1) Improve/complete	standards	from	Europlanet	FP7	defini0on	work
	 	 	 EPN-TAP	protocol	to	describe/search	data

2)	Reference	lists:
	 	 	 List	of	ground-based	telescopes
	 	 	 Coordinates	in	the	Solar	System

3)	Have	these	standards	validated	by	higher	level	consor0a	
	 	 	 (IAU,	IVOA,	IPDA	+	possibly	PDS	directly)

=>	Sustainability	and	dissemina0on	through	longer-lived	consor0a



VESPA	documentaAon	/	codes	/	training	material

•	On	our	web	site:	hop://www.europlanet-vespa.eu/

•	On	our	GitHub:	hops://github.com/epn-vespa

•	Search	interface:	hop://vespa.obspm.fr


